AGENDA

8:45 a.m. Login, Welcome, and Conference Overview

9:00-9:55: Technology: Over Promising, Under Delivering!?
  • Adrian Pay, Director, (Dynamic-GRC)

  • Stuart Cobbe, Director of Growth and Data Analytics, (MindBridge)

10:55-11:10: Morning Break

11:10-12:00: Cyber Incidents: Investigation and Pitfalls
  • Joe Pochron, Shawn Fohs, Kevin Kirst (EY)

12:00-1:00: Break for Virtual Lunch

1:00-1:55: Slacking on insider threats? Investigative and monitoring approaches to use within Slack to locate bad actors
  • Joe Pochron (EY), additional speaker’s TBA

2:00-2:55: Creating an Effective Compliance Program During a Pandemic
  • Megan Prendergast Millard (GuidePost LLC)

2:55-3:10: Afternoon Break

3:10-4:00: Smart, Clean and Actionable Data with quick data analytics report in an Instant
  • Michelle Dulong, (Personable)

4:05-4:50: Using Identity Threat Intelligence in a Holistic Fraud Prevention Program
  • Al Pascual, COO and Co-Founder, (BreachClarity)

4:50-5:00: Closing Remarks